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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Established in 1974 by the Consumer Protection Code 

(Code), Sections 37-1-101 et seq., the South Carolina 

Department of Consumer Affairs (SCDCA or Department) is 

the state consumer protection agency.  SCDCA is the 

administrator and enforcer of the Code, as well as other 

regulatory statutes outside the Code.  In this capacity, the 

Department helps to formulate and modify consumer laws, 

policies and regulations; regulates the consumer credit 

marketplace; resolves complaints arising out of the 

production, promotion or sale of consumer goods or services 

in South Carolina, whether or not credit is involved; and 

promotes a healthy competitive business climate with mutual 

confidence between buyers and sellers.  Overall, the agency 

protects consumers while giving due regard to those 

businesses acting in a fair and honest manner. 

 

Major Achievements 
 
Complaint Mediation 
  
 The Department mediated and closed 83% of consumer 

complaints as “satisfied,” which in part is the result of 

the open-view analysis approach to processing, evaluating 

and mediating consumer complaints. This approach 

frequently identifies violations and/or businesses that are 

not mentioned in the consumer‟s complaint and assists in 

determining the probable basis and merit of every filed 

complaint.  

 The agency demonstrated its ―global customer base by 

recovering approximately $1.4 million in refunds, 

credits and adjustments for consumers nationally and 

internationally; but most importantly, those living in South 

Carolina. (Of that figure, $658,567 is from Consumer 

Services, $733,407 is from Legal.)  

 Received more than 5,284 complaints during FY11, 1,653 

of which are still pending  

 Provided services (walk-ins, referrals, general questions, 

etc.) to 9,221 persons.   

 

Compliance/Enforcement Activity  
 

 Processed 14,231 licensing applications and 8,530 filings 

for regulated businesses.  

Mission 

Statement 

Our mission is to 

protect consumers 

from inequities in the 

marketplace through 

advocacy, mediation, 

enforcement and 

education. 

 

Values 

The Department 

strives to be a 

CREDIT to our State 

by holding the 

following values as 

essential in our 

relationships and 

decision-making: 

 

C ompetence 

R espect 

E quality 

D edication 

I  ntegrity 

T imeliness 
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 Conducted 314 compliance reviews and inspections of regulated businesses and an additional 

16 advisory visits to help new businesses get off to a good start.  

 Sent 35 advertising compliance letters.  

 Conducted 147 special assignments and complaint investigations. 

 Launched the online South Carolina Mortgage Log System. This application will allow 

mortgage brokers and lenders to comply with statutory recordkeeping requirements while 

permitting SCDCA analysis of loan data to detect predatory or discriminatory mortgage 

lending practices. 

 Formed a partnership with Department of Motor Vehicles Auditors in maximum rate filing 

compliance/enforcement. This leveraging of resources will continue in FY12 with plans for 

trainings between the agencies and increased information sharing.  

 

Advocacy Division Activity  
 

 Reviewed 923 insurance notices.  

 The Division‟s insurance savings this year were depressed due to pending challenges to its 

authority to participate in certain insurance rate filings as well as extremely limited funds for 

hiring outside actuarial experts to assist in filing reviews. Over the last 6 years, the Division 

has saved insurance consumers, including small businesses, approximately $258 million. 

 Processed 75 applications for Discount Medical Plan Organization, Continuing Care 

Retirement Community and Professional Employer Organization (PEO)  licenses.  

 Reviewed over 400 PEO annual reports to ensure compliance with the statutory minimum net 

worth requirement. 

 Reviewed and processed the continuing education compliance reports of over 200 PEO key 

management personnel. 
 

Cooperative Efforts with the General Assembly, Government Agencies and 
Businesses 

 

 General Assembly Efforts- The Department continued its efforts in advising the Legislature 

on issues affecting consumers, such as debt collection and insurance rates.  The agency also 

provided testimony on proposed Athlete Agent Act amendments. 

 Administrative Programs- 

South Carolina Business One–Stop (SCBOS) 

In FY11, 1,143 businesses utilized the SCBOS system to file required documents with the 

Department, an increase from FY10 when 1,073 businesses used the system. The Department 

began talks in FY11 with SCBOS to modify the current online system workflow to make it 

more user-friendly and encourage usage of the streamlined filing process. SCDCA also plans 

a more intense marketing effort to increase the number of online filings in FY12. 

Administration Division Activity 

Posted over 1,081 revenue transactions, which included processing multiple checks per 

transaction, for deposit into the General Fund and agency earmarked accounts.   
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Outreach, Partnerships and Customer Focus 
 

 Shred Day Events- In partnership with SHRED 360, held 

4 FREE Shred Days. Locations in Columbia, Charleston 

and Greenville provided consumers and businesses the 

opportunity to have their confidential documents shredded. 

Over 30,000 pounds of paper were shredded during the 

events.  

 Technology Updates- Continued development of new 

online complaint database. Anticipated launch in FY12.  

Began development of online licensing systems for two of 

the agency‟s programs. When implemented, these systems 

will increase the Department‟s efficiency and simplify 

filing processes. Continued work on developing a new, 

easily-navigable agency website, expected to launch early 

FY12. 

 National Consumer Protection Week- SCDCA partnered 

with the US Postal Inspection Service, Federal Trade 

Commission and Better Business Bureau to conduct 

telephone banks across the state and answered hundreds of 

consumer fraud questions. The Department also hosted an 

essay competition for 4
th

, 5
th

 and 6
th

  grade students. 10 

winners were chosen from over 450 entrants. 

 Webinars- Provided 4 educational webinars to regulated 

industries and consumers alike. More than 300 people 

tuned in to hear about topics such as state and federal debt 

collection laws, recent activity in the area of foreclosures 

and a consumer law update.  

 Social Media- Over 63,000 people have viewed SCDCA‟s 

18 videos currently uploaded. The Department also kept 

over 1600 Twitter followers updated with educational 

tweets. 

 Palmetto Affordable Housing Forum- The Department 

provided several presentations at the forum on topics such 

as debt collection, mortgage fraud and foreclosure and 

credit scores. More than 400 persons attended the Forum. 

 South Carolina Libraries- SCDCA delivered thousands of 

brochures to branches across the State. The agency also 

entered into a partnership with the Friends of the Florence 

County Library for implementation of their Smart 

Investing grant. 

 Presentations- Conducted 33 presentations to consumer 

groups, trade associations, churches, the legal community 

and government organizations. Specific audiences 

included magistrates, Mortgage Broker‟s Association, 

Key Strategic 

Goals for Present 

and Future Years 

1. Obtain the 

necessary funding 

and personnel to 

effectively 

administer and 

enforce the laws 

assigned to SCDCA. 

2. Develop and 

enhance technology 

systems to increase 

SCDCA’s efficiency 

and effectiveness. 

3. Increase public 

awareness of SCDCA, 

its services and 

accomplishments. 

4. Enhance internal 

communications to 

build knowledge, 

bolster morale and 

enable staff to 

perform at the 

highest level.  
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2005
2006

2007
2008

2009
2010

2011
2012

1,482,160 1,513,751 2,010,960 2,226,449 2,214,442 

1,641,852 

623,117 
565,746 

2,254,160 2,719,251 
3,377,057 

3,992,257 4,029,942 
3,552,102 

2,942,367 

2,490,041 

SCDCA Budget FY 05- FY12 

General Fund Portion of Budget SCDCA Total Budget Appropriations

senior center members, USC Consumer Law class, Mortician‟s Association and SC Bar 

members.  

 Mortgage Fraud Hotline- In partnership with the SC Attorney General‟s Office, the 

Department re-launched the South Carolina Mortgage Fraud Hotline on March 22, 2010.  

The hotline recorded 179 calls from July through October, when the program ceased 

operations due to lack of funding (164 calls were recorded from March 22, 2010-June 30, 

2010). SCDCA provided guidance and resources to callers.  

 US Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)- Staff conducted 25 Recall Effectiveness 

Checks throughout the state for recreational vehicles, household furnishings and other 

consumer products in partnership with the CPSC.  

 LifeSmarts: The Ultimate Consumer Challenge- SCDCA annually coordinates the State‟s 

LifeSmarts competition, a National Consumers League program. This national program helps 

high school students develop and demonstrate an understanding of personal finance, health 

and safety, environment, technology and consumer rights/responsibilities. In FY11, Lower 

Richland High School from Hopkins was the state winner and represented South Carolina at 

the national competition held April 29, 2010- May 3, 2011 in Los Angeles. 

 

Key Strategic Challenges 
 

SCDCA has experienced severe budget cuts over the last 3 fiscal years. The budget 

reductions not only occurred at the General Fund level, with the agency receiving a more than 

$1.6 million base appropriations cut from FY09-FY11, but other funds have decreased as well. 

The industries regulated by the Department have been affected by the economic downturn; thus 

licensee numbers sharply declined.  While the Legislature sets the amount of Other Funds the 
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agency can maintain, there is no guarantee such funds will actually be received, leaving SCDCA 

vulnerable when our mission has taken on even more importance as an unprecedented number of 

consumers have lost their jobs and/or are financially distressed.  

 

In FY10, SCDCA implemented a reduction in force, resulting in 24 positions being 

eliminated. In an effort to cut costs, in FY11, the agency downsized office space and moved into 

a state building, furloughed 14 days, turned in a 

majority of its leased vehicles, ceased 

providing certain services and did not fill 

vacant positions.  

 

While SCDCA staff is dedicated and 

have taken on additional duties in an attempt to 

continue carrying out the agency‟s mission and 

statutory duties, it is difficult to do so in an 

effective manner. Staff has furloughed a total 

of 29 days in 3 fiscal years.  Budgetary 

constraints contribute to the agency‟s inability 

to hire needed staff or appropriately 

compensate those whose job responsibilities 

have grown and who continue to provide superior service.  The agency is turning to technology 

for assistance and employing internal reviews to shift with the current climate, but maintaining a 

qualified workforce is of utmost importance.   

 
Accountability Report in Improving Organizational Performance 

 
 Preparation of the Accountability Report allows senior leaders the opportunity to take a 

full view of the accomplishments achieved during the prior year, assess areas needing 

improvement and set future goals. The report also provides the agency‟s big picture for all staff 

so they, too, can ascertain the agency‟s overall productivity. 

 

BUSINESS OVERVIEW AND ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE 
 

Description of Major Services 
 

The General Assembly has charged SCDCA with advising the Legislature and Governor 

on consumer issues and state of credit in this State.  The Department is the administrator and 

enforcer of the law governing consumer credit transactions and also has responsibility over the 

following industries: Motor Clubs (Act 400 of 1984), Rent-to-own businesses (Act 121 of 
1985), Physical Fitness Services (Act 165 of 1985), Pawnbrokers (Act 491 of 1988), 
Mortgage Loan Brokers (Act 544 of 1988), Telephone Solicitations (Act 656 of 1988), 
Continuing Care Retirement Communities (Act 97 of 1989), Express Warranties on 
Motor Vehicles (Act 142 of 1989), Athlete Agents (Act 456 of 1990; Act No. 300 of 2004), 
Motor Vehicle Subleasing (Act 132 of 1991), Loan Brokers (Act 452 of 1992), Motor 
Fuel Pricing (Act 161 of 1993), Professional Employer Organizations (Act 169 of 1993), 
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Prize Promotions (Act 483 of 1994), Prepaid Legal 
Services (Act 328 of 2000), Motor Vehicle Dealer 
Closing Fees (Act 387 of 2000, Part II, § 82), Discount 
Medical Plan Organizations (Act 377 of 2006), 
Consumer Credit Counseling (Act 111 of 2005), Preneed 
Funeral Contracts, transferred from the Board of 
Financial Institutions on July 1, 2006, and the regulation of 
the sale of cosmetic contact lens without a prescription 
from an authorized dispenser, effective July 1, 2005. 
 

SCDCA also provides consumer law guidance to the 

financial industry, magistrates, attorneys, and law enforcement 

agencies, just to name a few, and serves as legal counsel for 

the Board of Financial Institutions‟ Consumer Finance 

Division.  
 

As the state agency designed to represent the insurance 

interests of consumers, SCDCA reviews insurance rate 

requests filed with the Department of Insurance, 

predominantly involving homeowner's insurance and worker's 

compensation insurance rate filings. When needed, an action 

is filed and DCA submits evidence in hearings that 

demonstrate the rate request is not justified and often results in 

adjudications or settlements that generate savings for 

consumers and businesses alike.  

 

SCDCA also processes and mediates written consumer 

complaints, seeking to find equitable solutions for the 

consumer and the business, including refunds, adjustments 

and credits to consumer accounts.  The agency takes consumer 

complaints against businesses regulated by the SCDCA, refers 

complaints that fall within another agency‟s jurisdiction, and 

handles those complaints against businesses that are 

unregulated. Given the thousands of complaints the DCA 

fields each year (including hundreds which are referred by 

elected officials, the Better Business Bureau and other 

agencies) it is clear that the availability of DCA's mediation 

process takes a large load off the court system. This service 

also saves consumers and businesses the often prohibitive cost 

of hiring a private attorney and going through the already 

congested court system. The Department provides SC 

taxpayers with a readily available, experienced, and cost-

effective mediation service. The complaint mediation services 

offered and provided by SCDCA are unmatched by any state 

or federal agency as the Department serves as the sole agency 

The Consumer 

Protection Code 

authorizes the 

Department to: 

- Analyze and mediate 

individual complaints. 

-Investigate business 

practices if a pattern of 

fraud is suspected, 

-Inform about 

complaints filed against 

a business, 

-Educate consumers 

about unfair and 

deceptive practices, and  

-Provide legal action to 

represent persons from 

violating the Code and to 

prohibit unconscionable 

conduct. 

The Code does 

not allow the 

Department to: 

- Advise whether or not 

a business is reputable, 

- Recommend a 

company with which an 

individual should do 

business, 

-Handle complaints 

against a state agency. 
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engaging in the mediation of individual complaints against unregulated businesses. 

SCDCA serves as the main consumer education portal for consumers, business and the 

media.  To ensure a high degree of awareness of consumer rights and responsibilities, staff 

makes presentations and sponsor webinars on ID Theft, debt collection, foreclosures, credit and 

other popular topics for SC businesses, government agencies, service providers and consumers, 

particularly those of modest means and the elderly.  The agency also answers hundreds of calls 

per month pertaining to consumer scams and laws and disseminates press releases and consumer 

education brochures. 
 

 The above services are primarily delivered through one-on-one interaction, distribution of 

information, use of social media and the practice of law. 

 
Key Customers, Suppliers and Stakeholders 

 
Key Customers 
 

The Department‟s key customers are the consuming public, ratepayers, regulated and 

indirectly regulated businesses, law enforcement agencies, schools, community groups, the legal 

community, operations vendors, the media, consumer protection organizations, other state and 

federal agencies, national consumer groups, the Council of Advisors on Consumer Credit, the 

Commission on Consumer Affairs, the Governor‟s Office, the General Assembly and the US 

Congress. These groups expect prompt, efficient service and for the agency to utilize a fair and 

balanced approach in carrying out its legal functions. 

 

Key Suppliers 
 

The Department‟s key suppliers include the consuming public, the General Assembly, the 

Board of Financial Institutions, SC Magistrate Court System, Budget and Control Board, US 

Congress, the Better Business Bureau, Federal Trade Commission, US Consumer Product Safety 

Commission, and the media. 

 

Key Stakeholders 
  

 SCDCA‟s mission is broad and diverse, affecting all South Carolinians on one level or 

another. Other states having a version of the Uniform Consumer Credit Code also have an 

interest in Department activities, specifically in the legal arena. 
 

Operation Location and Number of Employees 

 

Operation Location 
 

The Department of Consumer Affairs is located in Columbia at 2221 Devine Street, Suite 

200.  However, the Department provides statewide programs and services to the citizens of South 

Carolina.  The agency‟s statewide toll-free phone number is 1-800-922-1594. 
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Number of Employees  
 

The Department of Consumer Affairs currently has 35 full-time positions. 29 of these 

positions are filled, with 10 funded by state appropriations and 25 funded by revenue generated 

from the licensing fees regulated organizations.  

 

Regulatory Environment and Performance Improvement Systems 
 

Regulatory Environment 
  

 SCDCA operates under the South Carolina Constitution, the South Carolina Code of 

Laws and South Carolina Code of Regulations. 

 
Performance Improvement Systems 
 

 Performance measures are discussed monthly in Division and full staff meetings where 

idea exchanges take place regarding areas needing improvement.  Senior management also 

presents performance benchmarks and updates to the Department‟s Commission on a monthly 

basis. The agency also utilizes the annual Employee Performance Management System as a 

catalyst for addressing performance on an individual level. 

 
Organizational Structure 

  

The Commission on Consumer Affairs 
 

The leadership system at the Department of Consumer Affairs begins with the 

Commission on Consumer Affairs. The Commission is composed of nine members, one of 

whom is the Secretary of State. Of the remaining eight members, four are elected by the General 

Assembly, and four are appointed by the Governor. The Commissioners serve four year terms. 

The Commission is the policymaking and governing authority for the Department, is responsible 

for the enforcement of the Consumer Protection Code and appoints the Administrator. It meets 

on the second Tuesday of each month to discuss the Department‟s goals and objectives and to 

hear progress reports from the Administrator and staff. The Commission‟s current membership is 

as follows: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

David Campbell, Chair (2013)  Columbia  
 

Carole C. Wells (2008)  Woodruff  
 

Magaly Penn (2014)  Simpsonville  
 

Johnny Sosebee (2014)  Piedmont  
 

Clifford Ray Keasler (2014)  Myrtle Beach  
 

Terrell Parrish (2014) Greer 
 

Mark Hammond, ex officio Columbia 
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The following Commissioners served until the time indicated: Wayne K. Sims (January 

2011), Wayne Powell (April 2011).  
 

South Carolina Department of Consumer Affairs Senior Management 
 

The current management team strives to create an environment in which open 

communication, customer satisfaction and continuous improvement are a way of life for the 

organization. Senior management is led by the Administrator and meets bi-weekly to discuss 

policies, procedures and customer expectations. The Department‟s senior managers are: 

 

Acting Administrator*  Carri Grube Lybarker  
 

Consumer Advocate/Deputy for 

Advocacy  
 

Elliott Elam  

Deputy for Administrative & 

Regulatory Services  
 

Vacant  

Deputy for Regulatory Enforcement  
 

Danny Collins  

Deputy of Public Information, 

Consumer Services and Education  
 

Carri Grube Lybarker  

Director of Consumer Services & 

Education  
 

Donna Backwinkel  

Director of Human Resources Sharon Jones 

 

 

 *Brandolyn Thomas Pinkston retired as the agency‟s Administrator in February, 2011. 

 

The Council of Advisors on Consumer Credit 
 

The Council assists the Administrator in obtaining compliance with the Consumer 

Protection Code. The Council is composed of sixteen members appointed by the Governor for a 

four year term, one of whom is designated by the Governor as the Chairperson. It meets on the 

third Tuesday in the first month of each quarter to discuss credit and compliance issues. The 

Council‟s current membership is as follows: 

 

Sharon C. Bramlett, Chair (2014)  Columbia 

  

Wendy J. Culler, Vice Chair (2006)  Lancaster  

 

Ruth Ellen Hardee (2007)  Columbia  

 

Beatrice A. James (2003)  Florence  

 

Richard A. Jones (2005)  Gaffney  
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Organizational Chart 

Scott M. Malyerck (2007)  Irmo  

 

C. Brian McLane, Sr. (2007)  Columbia  

 

Victor C. McLeod, II (2003)  Greenville  

 

Cassandra W. Rush (2005)  Columbia  

 

Alethea (Lisa) Samuel (2006)  Columbia  

 

Randall C. Cole (2008)  Columbia  

 

Ulysses S. G. Sweeney, III (2004)  Marion  

 

William D. VanHook (2004)  Charleston  

 

Brent A. Weaver (2003)  Lexington  

Carri Grube Lybarker 

 Acting Agency Head  

Commission on 
Consumer Affairs  

Deputy for Admin. & 
Reg. Svcs. 

(Vacant) 

Administrative 
Services Division 

Deputy for Regulatory 
Enforcement 

Legal Division 

Consumer Advocate 

Advocacy Division 

Deputy for Public 
Information, 

Consumer Services 
and Education 

Public Information 
and Media Services 

Division 

Consumer 
Services Division  

Council of Adviors on 
Consumer Credit 
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Major Budget Total Funds General Total Funds General Total Funds General

Categories Funds Funds Funds

Personal Service 1,901,890$                  985,432$                    1,482,592$                  319,548$                    1,566,312$                  354,312$                    

Other Operating 616,650$                    103,928$                    394,183$                    152,917$                    437,295$                    55,000$                      

Special Items

Permanent 

Improvements

Case Services

Distributions to 

Subdivisions

Fringe Benefits 533,705$                    407,428$                    471,654$                    156,142$                    486,434$                    156,434$                    

Non-recurring

Total 3,052,245$                  1,496,788$                  2,348,429$                  628,607$                    2,490,041$                  565,746$                    

Sources of FY 09-10 Actual FY 10-11 Actual

Funds Expenditures Expenditures

Supplemental Bills

Capital Reserve Funds

Bonds

Other Expenditures

FY 09-10 Actual Expenditures FY 10-11 Actual Expenditures FY 11-12 Appropriations Act

Base Budget Expenditures and Appropriations 
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Major Program Areas 
                  

Program Major Program Area FY 09-10 FY 10-11 Key Cross 

Number Purpose Budget Expenditures Budget Expenditures 
References 

for 

and Title (Brief)             

Financial 

Results* 

III. 

Consumer Services and 
Education - Receive and 
process consumer complaints 
filed against businesses and 
provide a voluntary mediation 
program to resolve the 
complaint. Educate consumers 
on current consumer issues to 
help them become savvy 
consumers. 

State: 294,512.00    State: 0.00    

Charts 

7.1-1, 
7.1-5, 7.2-1, 

7.2-2, 7.2-3, 

7.2-5, 7.2-6, 

7.3-2 

Federal:    Federal:    

Other:                     93,519.00    Other: 310,468.00   

Total: 388,031.00    Total: 310,468.00    

% of Total Budget: 12.71%   % of Total Budget: 13.22%     

II. 

Legal Division - Administer, 
interpret, and enforce the S.C. 
Consumer Protection Code. 
License, register and regulate 
mortgage brokers, 
pawnbrokers, physical fitness 
centers, motor clubs, credit 
counseling organizations, 
prepaid legal services, athlete 
agents, and the sale of 
preneed funeral contracts.   

State: 61,833.00    State: 47,953.00    
Charts 

7.1-2, 7.6-

1,7.6-2,7.6-

3,7.6-4,7.6-5 

 

Federal: 24,573.00    Federal:        1,143.00    

Other: 1,211,460.00    Other: 651,168.00    

Total: 1,297,866.00    Total: 700,776.00    

% of Total Budget: 42.52%   % of Total Budget: 29.82%   

IV. 

Advocacy Division - To provide 
legal representation for the 
consumer interest in matters 
involving property and casualty 
insurance and worker's 
compensation insurance. The 
Advocacy Division also 
regulates Professional 
Employer Organizations, the 
selling of cosmetic contact lens 
without a prescription, 
Discounted Medical Plan 
Organizations and Continuing 
Care Retirement Communities.  

State: 172,537.00    State: 354,244.00    

Charts 

7.1-3, 7.1-4, 

7.2.4, 7.6-4 

 Federal:    Federal:    

Other: 

                                               

68,479.00   Other: 

                                               

8,885.00   

Total: 241,016.00    Total: 363,129.00    

% of Total Budget: 7.90%   % of Total Budget: 15.46%     

V. 

Public Information – To serve 
as the official channel of 
communication between the 
agency and the public.  
Implements programs to 
educate the public on SCDCA’s 
services, activities, laws it 
administers and enforces, and 
issues directly affecting 
consumers in the marketplace.  

State: 75,966.00   State: 70,268.00    

Charts 

7.1-1, 
7.1-2,7.6-

1,7.6-4,7.6-5  

Federal:    Federal:       

Other: (1,327.00)   Other: 315.00      

Total: 74,639.00   Total: 70,583.00      

% of Total Budget: 2.45%   % of Total Budget: 3.01%     

I. 

Administration - To provide 
budgeting and accounting, 
human resources, procurement 
& supply, training and 
computer services for the 
agency. To administer the 
registered consumer credit 
grantor and maximum rate 
filing program.      

State: 484,512.00    State: 0.00    

Charts 
7.1-2, 7.3-1 

 

Federal:     

  

Federal:     

Other: 32,486.00    Other: 431,819.00    

Total: 516,998.00    Total: 431,819.00      

% of Total Budget: 16.94%   % of Total Budget: 18.39%     

         

Below:  List any programs not included above and show the remainder of expenditures by source of funds. 

  

   FY 09-10   FY 10-11   

 Remainder of Expenditures: State: 407,428.00   State: 156,142.00    

             Employer contributions Federal:    Federal:     
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   Other: 126,277.00  Other: 315,512.00    

   Total: 533,705.00   Total: 471,654.00    

   

% of Total Budget: 

17.49%   

% of Total Budget: 

20.08%    

* Key Cross-References are a link to the Category 7 - Business Results.  These References provide a Chart number that is included in the 7th 

section of this document. 

 

 
ELEMENTS OF MALCOLM BALDRIGE AWARD CRITERIA 

 
Category 1 – Senior Leadership, Governance, and Social Responsibility 

 
1. How do senior leaders set, deploy and ensure two-way communication for:  

 

Short- and long-term organizational direction and organizational priorities?  

Division staff meetings, agency-wide staff meetings, and executive-head meetings serve as the 

primary method for setting, deploying and ensuring two-way communication for short- and long-

term priorities. The Administrator also holds one-on-one “15 minute” sessions with staff to 

discuss perspectives and ideas. Senior leaders also employ an open door policy so staff can feel 

comfortable discussing any topic at any time with leadership. 

 

Performance expectations?  
Employee Performance Management System (EPMS) provides performance expectations and 

evaluations for each employee. Conducted on an annual basis, these one-on-one reviews show 

employees the accomplishments of the previous year and outline short- and long-term goals for 

each staffer. These goals are then monitored through one-on-one reviews and follow-ups 

throughout the year. Goals are adjusted as necessary to reflect changes in the external and 

internal variables.  

 

Organizational values?  
Short-term organizational values are evaluated based on the agency‟s stated mission statement 

and values. These tenets, posted in each employee‟s office, provide the over-arching philosophy 

and long-term goals for the agency. Organizational values and priorities on a day-to-day basis 

are adjusted accordingly. 

 

Ethical behavior?  
Ethical behavior and expectations are outlined by Human Resource policies. These policies are 

created and adapted as needed by management to reflect changing technology, communication, 

legal, and other behavioral patterns. Senior leaders also lead by example in this area. 

 

2. How do senior leaders establish and promote a focus on customers and other stakeholders?  
 

Whether during an impromptu discussion or within meetings, senior leaders frequently remind 

employees of their responsibility to assist consumers and other persons seeking guidance from 
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the Department.  Activities and communication are centered on the Department‟s mission to 

protect consumers in the marketplace while enforcing the laws in a fair and balanced manner. 

 

3. How does the organization address the current and potential impact on the public of its 

programs, services, facilities and operations, including associated risks?  
 

SCDCA has a strong public interface. Our Services Division has the most consumer interaction 

in processing complaints while other areas also answer inquiries from the agency‟s varying 

customers and suppliers. Staff also makes presentations, distribute consumer educational 

materials and serve as contact for the media.  Feedback is received from all areas allowing the 

agency to gauge the impact and areas needing attention. With the severe reduction in staff in 

FY10, the agency continues to take strides in using technology to assist the Department with its 

efficiency and administration of programs. 

 

4. How do senior leaders maintain fiscal, legal, and regulatory accountability?  
 

On a daily basis, accountability is maintained through supervision, by ensuring staff compliance 

with internal policies and procedures.  Leadership also has monthly meetings with accounting 

staff to review the agency‟s financial status and any pending issues.  Meetings also are held to 

discuss legislation, enforcement and any human resources issues. The primary method of fiscal, 

legal and regulatory accountability, however, is through monthly reports to the Commission on 

Consumer Affairs. This board, composed of members appointed by the General Assembly and 

Governor, is the policymaking authority of the Department. Senior leaders provide the current 

status of each division„s activity, budget issues, and legislative updates.  

 

5. What performance measures do senior leaders regularly review to inform them on needed 

actions?  
 

Complaint closing ratings and processing times are trusted performance measures, as well as 

customer satisfaction. Consumer refund levels from all divisions, application processing times,  

administrative action taken and monthly progress report data also are analyzed. 

 

6. How do senior leaders use organizational performance review findings and employee 

feedback to improve their own leadership effectiveness, the effectiveness of management 

throughout the organization including the head of the organization, and the governance 

board/policy making body? How do their personal actions reflect a commitment to 

organizational values?  

 

Senior leaders regularly receive feedback from employees by practicing an open door policy. 

This feedback is discussed during division and full staff meetings. Furthermore, following 

employee performance reviews, each employee is given 15 minutes with the agency 

administrator to discuss organizational findings, observations, and issues, and to provide 

solutions, suggestions, and improvements. Through these methods, senior leaders regularly 

receive informal and formal agency appraisals. Leadership development and implementation of  

strategies meant to address concerns raised in staff feedback and performance reviews shows a 
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Staff presented SCDCA HR Director 

with a “Resolution” of appreciation. 

commitment to the agency and its core values of competence, respect, equality, integrity, and 

timeliness.  

 

7. How do senior leaders promote and personally participate in succession planning and the 

development of future organization leaders?  

 

Through the formal evaluation process and informal communication, leadership becomes aware 

of staffs‟ goals for their future in the agency. Opportunities then are created to permit the 

employee to try job duties that correlate with their goals and allow the supervisor to evaluate the 

performance.  Employees also attend training workshops and leadership seminars when the 

budget permits. Several staff members began at lower levels in the agency and have moved 

upward through the agency, including two of the Deputies who started as law clerks. 

 

8. How do senior leaders create an environment for performance improvement and the 

accomplishment of strategic objectives?  

 

Employees are given supervised freedom in which they are allowed to practice and incorporate 

new skills sets and test drive new ideas. While monitored, this flexibility encourages employees 

to take initiative and seek innovative ways to improve and reach set goals. Furthermore, regular 

staff meetings remind employees of benchmarks and long-term goals, keeping strategic 

objectives in the forefront of employees‟ minds. Open door policies lend themselves to informal, 

open communication. 

 

9. How do senior leaders create an environment for organizational and workforce learning?  

 

Team learning is emphasized through staff committees and 

brainstorming sessions. Employees are also encouraged to attend 

SCDCA-sponsored webinars on consumer protection laws as well as 

courses or meetings offered in the public sector or sponsored by 

various government agencies. The agency also belongs to 

associations of fellow state regulators and leadership encourages the 

formation of relationships with our counterparts to enhance 

learning.  Information sharing among individuals and divisions 

keeps everyone learning and well-informed.  

 

10. How do senior leaders communicate with, engage, empower, 

and motivate the entire workforce throughout the organization? 

How do senior leaders take an active role in reward and recognition processes to reinforce 

high performance throughout the organization?  

 

Senior leaders operate under the philosophy that anything they ask staffers to accomplish, they 

should be willing to accomplish themselves. Senior leaders do not segregate duties based on 

position levels. Excellence is publicly praised during division meetings, staff meetings, and via 

e-mail.  Commendation letters are included in the agency‟s monthly Progress Report to the 

Commission. The agency also hosts an annual “Employee Appreciation Day” to thank and 

motivate staff.  
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11. How do senior leaders actively support and strengthen the communities in which your 

organization operates? Include how senior leaders determine areas of emphasis for organizational 

involvement and support, and how senior leaders, the workforce, and the organization contribute 

to improving these communities.  

 

Central to SCDCA‟s mission is education. Senior staff often participates in forums and 

presentations for the legal community, caregivers, service providers and consumers.  Education 

materials and the agency website also provide a wealth of information to help consumers. 

Legislative recommendations and investigative support are utilized to address pertinent needs 

and address problem areas.  

 

Leadership also encourages staff to support the community by engaging in charitable activities. 

Staff participate annually in the United Way campaign and historically had one of the highest 

levels of participation for a small agency.  Items for Harvest Hope Food Bank and the SC Bar‟s 

Cinderella Project were also donated by staff in FY11. 
 

Category 2 – Strategic Planning 
 
1. What is your Strategic Planning process, including key participants, and how does it 

address: a) Your organizations’ strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats; b) 

Financial, regulatory, societal and other potential risks; c) Shifts in technology and customer 

preferences; d) Workforce capabilities and needs; e) Organizational continuity in 

emergencies; f) Your ability to execute the strategic plan.  

 

The Department has a trusted team of senior leaders that evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats surrounding the Department on a regular basis. Division meetings, 

senior leader meetings and monthly staff meetings help establish the proper framework of 

communication for the assessment of current performance and goals and the development of 

action plans. Furthermore, SCDCA not only considers internal adjustments and factors within the 

control of the agency, but senior leaders regularly assess the economy and relevant consumer 

industries. While these external factors may be out of the control or purview of the Department‟s 

authority, senior leaders foresee trends and adapt internal practices and consumer services as 

necessary to meet expected trends and changes. Through open communication, foresight, 

adaptability, and preparedness, the Department is able to stay ahead of the curve in trends, 

whether it be technology (the Department maintains a vigorous social media campaign, and is in 

the process of updating its website, complaint system and other internal computer systems), 

legislation (the Department supported the much needed mortgage lending legislation in light of 

the housing crisis) and budget cuts (the Department participated in a reduction in force in FY10).  

 

2. How do your strategic objectives address the strategic challenges you identified in your 

Executive Summary? See Strategic Planning Chart below. 
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Strategic Planning 
 

        

Program Supported Agency Related FY 08-09 Key Cross 

Number Strategic Planning Key Agency References for 

and Title Goal/Objective Action Plan/Initiative's) Performance Measures* 

    

Agency-
wide 

I. Obtain the necessary 
funding and personnel 
to effectively administer 
and enforce the laws 
assigned to the 
Department. 

Assess current staffing levels and identify areas 
needing additional support. Request funding for those 
positions as well as for current staff salary 
adjustments in an effort to retain mission critical 
employees, provide compensation to those taking on 
additional job duties and enhance morale. SCDCA will 
also seek funding for training opportunities.  A highly 
skilled and well-trained workforce is essential for the 
Department to accomplish its mission of protecting 
and educating consumers.   
 

Charts 
7.1-1~7.1-5, 7.2-1~7.2-
6, 7.3-1, 7.3-2, 7.6-
1~7.6-5 

Agency-
wide 

II. Develop and enhance 
technology systems to 
increase the 
Department’s efficiency 
and effectiveness. 

SCDCA currently has four filing programs in production 
online  and has been making strides in the 
development of a new online complaint system.  
Online licensing programs for two other SCDCA 
programs are also in development. SCDCA also 
purchased upgrades for software utilized by staff on a 
daily basis. The agency will continue the effort of 
making filing available online and will assess what 
other technological advances would serve to increase 
the agency’s efficiency and effectiveness. 

Charts 
7.1-1, 7.1-2, 7.1-3, 7.1-5, 
7.2-1, 7.2-2, 7.2-3, 7.3-1, 
7.3-2, 7.6-1~7.6-5 

Agency- 
wide 

III. Increase public 
awareness of SCDCA, its 
services, and 
accomplishments. 

SCDCA will continue to look for innovative methods in 
getting its message to the public, including the use of 
social media and traditional outlets such as press 
releases and making presentations. New partnership 
opportunities will be explored. SCDCA will also begin 
issuing reports to the public on areas it regulates such 
as identity theft, credit counseling and mortgage 
brokering. An assessment on ways to increase 
outreach, including an internal review of each 
division’s process when answering inquiries will be 
done.  

Charts 
7.1-1, 7.1-2, 7.1-3, 7.1-5, 
7.2-1, 7.2-2, 7.2-3, 7.3-1, 
7.3-2, 7.6-1~7.6-5 

Agency-
wide 

IV. Enhance internal 
communications to build 
knowledge, bolster 
morale and enable staff 
to perform at the 
highest level. 

Continue the “15 minute” conversations with 
Administrator, Job Satisfaction Survey, and agency 
wide staff meetings. SCDCA will revive a weekly 
newsletter to employees to inform them of agency and 
staff happenings. More internal trainings on agency 
policies will be held.  Cross training will also become a 
priority. Employees will continue to be encouraged to 
participate and provide input in the creation of new 
methods for providing and serving customers and 
meeting agency goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Charts 
7.1-1~7.1-5, 7.2-1~7.2-
6, 7.3-1, 7.3-2, 7.6-
1~7.6-5 
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3. How do you develop and track action plans that address your key strategic objectives, and 

how do you allocate resources to ensure the accomplishment of your action plans?  

 

Budgetary and financial progress is monitored on a monthly basis, if not more frequently. 

Adjustments are made as necessary to keep in line with strategic short- and long-term goals. 

Additional evaluations of programs, individuals, and Department goals are made on a periodic 

basis during the execution of the strategic goals. Post-mortem meetings are handled at the 

conclusion of each program, initiative, or fiscal mile marker to analyze success and need 

improvements. Resources are budgeted for each portion of the action plan in advance and shifted 

as needed throughout the execution phase. 

 

4. How do you communicate and deploy your strategic objectives, action plans and 

performance measures?  

 

The Administrator engages in communication on all levels through full staff meetings to keep 

staff informed about new strategic directives as well as to provide feedback on various issues 

affecting agency programs and operations. A monthly progress report is presented to the 

Commission on Consumer Affairs. The Accountability Report is presented to the Commission as 

well as the Office of State Budget each year. Communication methods mentioned in the answer 

to 1(a) in Category 1 are also used to communicate strategies and results.  

 

5. How do you measure progress on your action plans?  

 

This is measured by the number of complaints we receive, the amount of outreach and Speaker„s 

Bureau requests we receive and fulfill, tracking of our publicity and the amount of financial 

recoveries made for South Carolina consumers who were wronged in the marketplace.  The 

monthly progress report captures additional measures for each Division. Customer feedback and 

performance evaluation are also reviewed. Regarding technology goals, the timeline and overall 

progress of implementing new, online programs are evaluated. 

  

6. How do you evaluate and improve your strategic planning process?  

 

Senior management analyzes the trends and growth of regulated industries and issues affecting 

consumers and realigns priorities based on these needs and the Department‟s capabilities. 

Priorities for improvement are communicated to staff. Agency staff meetings are used frequently 

to communicate key priorities to staff. Senior leaders are generally notified of key issues and 

priorities in group and individual discussions and meetings with the Administrator. 

 

7. Provide the website link for your Strategic Plan.  

www.scconsumer.gov  
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.scconsumer.gov/
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Category 3 – Customer Focus 
 

Identify key customers and stakeholders.  

 

The Department has a number of customers and stakeholders not the least of which is South 

Carolina consumers. Other internal and external publics include ratepayers, regulated and 

indirectly regulated businesses, law enforcement agencies, schools, community groups, the legal 

community, vendors, the media, consumer protection organizations, the Commission on 

Consumer Affairs,  the Council of Advisors on Consumer Credit, the Governor„s Office, the 

General Assembly and the US Congress. 

 

1. How do you determine who your customers are and what are their key requirements? 

  
A majority of the Department‟s customers and their key requirements are identified in the Code 

of Laws and accompanying regulations.  Customers falling outside this purview are determined 

based on history and the establishment of partnerships with organizations or agencies providing 

services to a similar customer base as the Department or administering or enforcing consumer 

protection laws at the federal or state levels. 

 

2. How do you keep your listening and learning methods current with changing 

customer/business needs?  

 

All divisions take a pro-active approach in adapting to an ever-changing economy and 

technology. For example, our Department was one of the first state agencies to launch a social 

media campaign with YouTube postings on important events, scams, and consumer news, a 

Facebook page, and a Twitter account. Furthermore, the Department leverages resources and 

collaborates with other organizations to identify changing customer/business needs. Customer 

and employee feedback are also considered when received to evaluate current methods and areas 

needing improvement. 

 

3. What are your key customer access mechanisms, and how do these mechanisms enable 

customers to seek information, conduct business, and make complaints?  

 

The Department receives a majority of its consumer or business communications via telephone, 

mail and e-mail. Unlike some agencies, the Department does not have an automated answering 

system when a customer calls; they get a live voice every time. Information is also readily 

available on our website, which contains business filing applications, complaint forms, consumer 

and business educational materials and other helpful information.  

 

4. How do you measure customer/stakeholder satisfaction and use this information to 

improve?  

A hard measure of customer satisfaction utilized by the Department for years is the closing status 

of complaints. After analysis, each complaint is given a closing status based on the factors 

below: 
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Satisfied  The business resolved the complaint to the 

consumer„s satisfaction or provided an 

explanation that the Department deemed 

acceptable.  

Unsatisfied  The business would not reply or would not 

make a good faith effort to resolve the 

complaint.  

Undetermined  The facts were disputed, and the 

Department could not make a 

determination of responsibility.  

Abandoned  The Department was unable to contact the 

consumer concerning clarification and/or 

additional information needed to complete 

the initial processing procedure.  

Insufficient Merit  The Department determined that there was 

insufficient validity to the complaint. (This 

designation is seldom used.)  

 

Regarding licensees, the Department utilizes various means in an attempt to ascertain their 

satisfaction. One of the most successful methods is the establishment of Roundtables for 

Department-regulated industries. Each Roundtable is composed of members of the regulated 

industry as well as pertinent Department staff members. Overall, the Department has open lines 

of communication with the industries it regulates as the Roundtables and Department 

participation create a relationship ripe for the exchange of ideas.  

 

The Department utilizes information gathered during meetings and comments received from 

licensees and consumers through other methods of communication in the review of current 

policies, procedures, statutes, etc.  

 

5. How do you use information and feedback from customers/stakeholders to keep services 

and programs relevant and provide for continuous improvement?  

 

Because customers provide feedback to individual staff members, the Department empowers 

staff to resolve complaints in the most relevant, targeted method for each customer without 

having to notify management. Management attempts to pinpoint where the specific process 

broke down and fix the problem or implement a new procedure, if necessary. Action taken by 

management is communicated through supervisors to the affected staff. Complaint information is 

maintained in a database to bolster programs and services so that problem areas for the public 

can be identified, the public can be warned of alarming trends or deceptive business practices, 

and cases can be built for legal or legislative action. As an example of how SCDCA uses 

consumer feedback, the agency launched a new consumer publication, the SCDCA Spotlight, to 

highlight a specific scam or issue the agency is receiving a lot of inquiries about. 

 

6. How do you build positive relationships with customers and stakeholders? Indicate any key 

distinctions between different customer groups.  
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The Department„s internal-open door policy is extended to all customers and stakeholders. 

Dialogue with businesses that the Department regulates, businesses involved in consumer 

complaints, consumer groups and communities from all backgrounds, and each resident of South 

Carolina. The Department builds coalitions and partnerships different community groups and 

consumer-related groups to help amplify the protection of consumers. The Enforcement Division 

provides advisory reviews to regulated businesses to bring them into compliance before 

violations occur and penalties are assessed. The Department also provides continuing education 

to licensees at no charge is a frequent presenter at trade associations of regulated entities. The 

most important factor in building positive relationships, no matter who the customer is, has been 

being responsive and proactive while providing timely information or results. 
 

Category 4 – Measurement, Analysis, and Knowledge Management 
 

1. How do you decide which operations, processes and systems to measure for tracking 

financial and operational performance, including progress relative to strategic objectives and 

action plans?  

 

The Department is guided primarily by the South Carolina 

Consumer Protection Code, which provides requirements for 

advocacy, complaint mediation, credit and regulatory 

enforcement, and education. All activities are viewed in terms 

of effectiveness and cost efficiency per the discernment of the 

Administrator and senior leaders.  

2. How do you select, collect, align, and integrate 

data/information for analysis to provide effective support for 

decision making and innovation throughout the 

organization?  

 

The Department continues to seek cost- and time- efficient methods for data integration and is 

continuing to move towards electronic forms of collection and analysis. Information, however, is 

backed up through hard copies in paper form. There are standard electronic reports and ad hoc 

reports that can be and are created from the system. Bringing the electronic and the paper 

information together is a manual process. Decisions are made from this final compilation. 

Progress reports, which contain integral data on Department operations, are reviewed often to 

determine areas for improvement. Web-based tools are also utilized to ascertain the effectiveness 

of outreach efforts. 

 

3. What are your key measures?  

 Refunds, adjustments and credits achieved through complaint mediation.  

 Closing status for mediation of complaints.  

 Savings for consumers through intervention in insurance cases.  

 Top categories for consumer complaints received.  

 Number complaints received annually.  

 Number of licensing and registration filings processed annually.  

 Cost to process a consumer complaint.  

 Cost to review a license application.  

SCDCA staff participating in National 

Consumer Protection Week Phone Bank. 
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 Number of onsite audits of regulated businesses.  

 

4. How do you select and use comparative data and information?  

 

The Department compares trends nationwide, on the eastern coast, and more narrowly 

throughout southeastern states, depending on the issue, to determine trends and likely patterns. 

Decisions are based on what has happened historically. The agency looks to information from 

other Uniform Consumer Credit Code states and states having similar laws to those the 

Department administers and enforces. Data from the Consumer Services Division is analyzed 

monthly and compared to prior months and years for trends. Consumer needs are identified and 

made public through the media, public speaking engagements, legislators, etc. Additional 

research is conducted by law clerks, using available online databases, census data, court 

decisions, and other resources.  

 

5. How do you ensure data integrity, timeliness, accuracy, security, and availability for 

decision-making?  

 

Set standards and performance expectations provide a measuring stick for decision-making and 

data-processing. These pre-determined guidelines have been established for complaint analysts 

to determine the closing status of each complaint. These guidelines are followed, and the 

Director of Consumer Services and the Deputy for Enforcement assist in the determination when 

requested. Senior leaders not only do spot-checking of problem complaints, but also review the 

work product of employees and offer 360° feedback.  

 

Trends, particularly top complaint categories, influence the Department„s priorities, focus and 

decisions. Utility and insurance filings are reviewed to determine if the Advocacy Division 

should intervene at the Public Service Commission or the Department of Insurance. 

 

6. How do you translate organizational performance review findings into priorities for 

continuous improvement?  

 

We use our agency-wide audit, monthly progress reports, and informal anecdotal evidence. 

When consumers and other stakeholders and customers call and ask why we do things a certain 

way – we are open to discussion and change.  

 

7. How do you collect, transfer, and maintain organizational knowledge? How do you identify 

and share best practices?  

 

Organizational knowledge is collected and maintained through agency-wide staff meetings. 

These meetings are documented, and any best practices are communicated to all employees. 

Every news release or major public communiqué is sent to staff first. Weekly meetings are held 

to provide computer training and information sharing. Cross-divisional meetings are also held to 

vet ideas and openly discuss pending issues or topics. Post-mortem meetings are also held after 

major events to evaluate and discuss strengths and weaknesses. The Department also reaches out 

to other organizations having a consumer focus and participates in task force„s coalitions and 

holds collaborative meetings. 
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Category 5 – Workforce Focus 
 

1. How does management organize and measure work to enable your workforce to: 1) develop 

to their full potential, aligned with the organization’s objectives, strategies, and action plans; 

and 2) promote cooperation, initiative, empowerment, teamwork, innovation, and your 

organizational culture? 

 

By monitoring trends, growth, and practices of regulated businesses, senior management is able 

to realign priorities as necessary based on industry need and Department capability. 

Communication methods mentioned in Category 1(a) above (leadership communication) are also 

used to communicate priorities for improvement. Agency-wide staff meetings are used 

frequently to communicate key priorities to staff. Senior leaders are generally notified of key 

issues and priorities in group and individual discussions and meetings with the Administrator. As 

indicated throughout this report, the Department has processes in place for evaluating these areas 

and for promoting cooperation, innovation and teamwork, but a more formalized strategic 

planning process is the lynchpin. The communication methods employed, the goals and 

objectives set annually, and the forward-thinking and innovation of senior leadership create a 

culture of progress improvement and teamwork that readily elicits staff cooperation, optimism 

and buy-in.  

 

2. How do you achieve effective communication and knowledge/skill/best practice sharing 

across departments, jobs, and locations? Give examples.  

 

Not only does the Department regularly reinforce two-way communication, but also 

communication across division and job lines. During division meetings, employees from Public 

Information and other divisions are encouraged to attend, so that important information can be 

communicated agency-wide and made available. Employees provide regular feedback to 

supervisors within their division and across division lines as observations are made.  Creating 

internal “task forces” within the agency to tackle a new issues, policy update, etc. with members 

from the various divisions also enhances communication and knowledge sharing. 
 

3. How does management recruit, hire, place, and retain new employees? Describe any 

barriers that you may encounter.  

 

The Department recruits and hires new employees in the traditional manner as espoused by the 

Office of Human Resource in the State„s Budget and Control Board. Employees are placed in the 

division most suiting their skill set, but further professional and personal development is 

encouraged and rewarded. Promotional opportunities that become available are most often made 

internally. Staff members who acquire new skills often have their position descriptions rewritten 

to accommodate a greater degree of performance and responsibility. As discussed in the “Key 

Strategic Challenges” section, however, Department lack funding to fully compensate 

professional employees, allow for outside training opportunities, reward extraordinary efforts of 

others, and fill more FTEs in critical divisions.  

 

4. How do you assess your workforce capability and capacity needs, including skills, 

competencies, and staffing levels?  
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SCDCA investigators received their 

Limited Duty Class 3 Certifications. 

 

As stated in question 1 (above), senior management analyzes the trends and growth of regulated 

industries and customer volume and realigns priorities based on needs/gaps and the Department„s 

capabilities. 

 

5. How does your workforce performance management system, including feedback to and 

from individual members of the workforce, support high performance work and contribute to 

the achievement of your action plans?  

 

The Department embraces the EPMS system and requires all supervisors to use this method. 

Some divisions even employ the 360º feedback system. And, as stated above, staff members who 

acquire new skills often have their position descriptions rewritten to accommodate a greater 

degree of performance and responsibility.  

 

6. How does your development and learning system for leaders address the following:  

a) development of personal leadership attributes? b) development of organizational 

knowledge? c) ethical practices? d) your core competencies, strategic challenges, and 

accomplishment of action plans?  

 

The Department attempts to hire self- motivated employees. Specific 

objectives are at times placed in employees‟ planning documents. 

Training opportunities are made available for those employees whose 

talents or needs justify the training. DCA also encourages employees 

to participate in organizations of which the agency is a member and 

professional associations. The agency also pays for continuing 

education courses for its attorneys, which includes ethics credits.   

Employees are encouraged to offer recommendations to improve 

operations. Other incentives currently under consideration include 

leave time or bonuses for employees who contribute valuable cost 

saving ideas.  
 

7. How do you identify and address key developmental training needs for your workforce, 

including job skills training, performance excellence training, diversity training, 

management/leadership development, new employee orientation, and safety training? 

  

As division directors identify customer needs, they address the division„s capabilities to meet 

those needs and address necessary skill training with supervisors and individual employees as 

needed. As an agency member of the State„s Government Improvement Network, the 

Department is able to take advantage of many inexpensive, but highly effective performance 

excellence training workshops and leadership development opportunities. Diversity training, new 

employee orientation and safety training are all components of the Department„s Human 

Resource Management staff and are ongoing.  

 

8. How do you encourage on the job use of new knowledge and skills?  

 

As stated above, staff members who acquire new skills often have their position descriptions 

rewritten to accommodate a greater degree of performance and responsibility. Other incentives 
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currently under consideration include leave time or bonuses for employees who contribute 

valuable cost-saving ideas as well as promotional consideration as opportunities become 

available.  

 

9. How does employee training contribute to the achievement of your action plans?  

 

Success is achieved through teamwork. A successful team must be motivated, well-trained, and 

positive. These principles are not only believed, but exemplified at the Department. Action plans 

are evaluated and adjusted as necessary to fit the current consumer climate. Our staff is able to 

adjust and work smarter as a result of the cross-training and teambuilding work the Department 

has espoused over the years.  

 

10. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of your workforce and leader training and 

development systems?  

 

Each employee is asked to assess his/her training needs. Supervisors meet with their division 

directors, and training is requested as needed. EPMS employee evaluations also assist in 

identifying strong and weak points in the Department„s training systems. SCDCA also employed 

a “Job Satisfaction Survey” in FY11 to ascertain staff perspectives in this area and others. 

 

11. How do you motivate your workforce to develop and utilize their full potential?  

 

Forward-thinking and progressive implementation of action plans requires forward-thinking and 

progressive-minded employees. Consequently, SCDCA makes employee development an 

ongoing, high-priority, conscious and concerted effort. Despite significant budget limitations, 

SCDCA allocated funds for employee development to assist in learning higher-level skills and 

new ways of viewing the world. Additionally, many opportunities for two-way communication 

are provided to promote information sharing, motivate people and boost productivity. The 

methods include: input on program changes; divisional meetings; internal communication 

products and venues, one-on-one communication with management, group reads and staff 

retreats. All of these are vital methods for training staff and gaining their buy-in towards 

breaking down barriers to communication. Employees are asked to help develop position 

descriptions, and duties/success criteria are signed off on. The Consumer Services and 

Enforcement Divisions have used a weighted system that motivates the employee to focus on 

priorities. Promotions, merit increases and bonuses are based on ratings.  

 

12. What formal and/or informal assessment methods and measures do you use to determine 

employee wellbeing, satisfaction, and motivation?  

 

The Department relies on its communication practices and open-door policies as an informal, 

though key measure of assessment. Well-being is assessed through daily contact and by engaging 

staff in many opportunities for communication. The Administrator has an open-door policy and 

annually implements the Administrator„s “15-minutes” with ALL staff, which allows them one-

on-one conversation. The discussion focuses on ways to improve/enhance the overall program at 

the Department. The Department„s turnover rate has traditionally been low, and retention has 

been high. The Director of Consumer Services examines each complaint analyst„s number of 
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pending, closed and newly-assigned complaints to get a sense for time management and staff 

motivation. Staff meetings are held, and the monthly progress report summarizes each Division„s 

activities. An exit interview is held when employment is terminated to discover reasons for 

dissatisfaction, if any. 

 

13. How do you manage effective career progression and effective succession planning for 

your entire workforce throughout the organization?  

 

As able, the Department provides career progression opportunities for staff and skill training, 

depending on budgetary constraints. Within the ideal structure there are two defined types of 

career progression. The first type is progression within a title. Most state employee titles are 

designed to reflect greater levels of proficiency within the title, e.g., specialist, coordinator, 

director. The second type of career progression is progression across titles which encompass 

movement through a series of titles reflecting greater levels of supervisory, budgetary, and 

decision-making control and impact. The Department is always looking for people who are 

motivated, eager to help consumers, and who can develop rapidly as professionals and assume 

constantly increasing levels of responsibility. Strong performers are promoted and compensated 

as the budget allows.  

 

14. How do you maintain a safe, secure, and healthy work environment?  

 

Safety and accessibility were important factors in selecting the Department„s current location and 

subsequent floor plan. The Department sponsors a wellness program, and experts have been 

brought in to present tips on stress reduction, injury prevention, exercise, diet and nutrition. The 

Department also has a blood pressure cuff in the office to allow employees opportunities to 

monitor physical health and well-being. The Department has a Coordinator for the State„s 

Prevention Partner„s Program who keeps staff informed of all Prevention Partner opportunities 

and educational materials. Employees have participated in stroke screening, stress management, 

aerobic exercise classes, wellness walks, blood pressure screening and the National Wear Red 

Day, which included the purchase of Red Dress pins to bring awareness to heart disease as the 

number one killer of women. These programs have made our workforce stronger and healthier, 

therefore reducing the amount of absenteeism and sick leave while promoting a healthy lifestyle. 

Employees are immediately notified of danger in the workplace via signs, email and the intercom 

system. Additionally, locks requiring security codes are installed at all entry points. These 

security codes are periodically changed on all doors to ensure the utmost safety for employees.  
 

Category 6 – Process Management 
 
1. How do you determine, and what are your organization’s core competencies, and how do 

they relate to your mission, competitive environment, and action plans?  

 

Core competencies emerge through an organizational process of accumulating and learning how 

to deploy different resources and capabilities and are demonstrated through new practices, 

achievements, and results. At the Department, we look no further than the Values we include in 

our mission statement: Competence, Respect, Equality, Dedication, Integrity, and Timeliness. 

Through its mission: To protect consumers from inequities in the marketplace through advocacy, 
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SCDCA participated in the 6th 

birthday celebration for SCBOS. 

mediation, enforcement, and education, the Department strives to be a CREDIT to South 

Carolina. 

 

Our core competencies are determined through our mission statement and the expectations of 

customers and stakeholders. They include our consumer complaint mediation program, our credit 

expertise, the taxpayer insurance advocacy intervention program, and our licensing and 

regulatory competencies. These core competencies coupled with an assertive Public Information 

and Educational Outreach effort have allowed the organization to be recognized by 

taxpayers/ratepayers, stakeholders, the media, and peer organizations as an industry leader in 

government and consumer protection agencies.  

 

2. How do you determine and what are your key work processes that produce, create, or add 

value for your customers and your organization and how do they relate to your core 

competencies? How do you ensure these processes are used?  

 

Senior leadership has a mandate to continuously improve the 

organization's capacity to handle its internal and external functioning 

and relationships. This would include such things as improved 

interpersonal and group processes, more effective communication, 

enhanced ability to cope with organizational problems of all kinds, 

more effective decision processes, more appropriate leadership style, 

improved skill in dealing with destructive conflict, and higher levels 

of trust and cooperation among organizational members.  

These objectives stem from a value system based on an optimistic 

view of community and network - that individuals in a supportive 

environment are capable of achieving higher levels of development 

and accomplishment  

 

3. How do you incorporate organizational knowledge, new technology, cost controls, and other 

efficiency and effectiveness factors, such as cycle time, into process design and delivery?  

 

The Department employs the Plan, Do, Check, Act process deployment. The agency has also put 

a focus on the utilization of new technology to increase efficiency and overall effectiveness, with 

a focus on our Complaint System database and licensing programs.  SCDCA currently has 4 of 

its filing programs online through SCBOS.  The Public Information Division has also heavily 

relied on social media in an effort to keep the public informed in a cost effective manner. With 

the economic downturn, staff is always looking for innovative methods to achieve a task in a 

more efficient and cost effective way. 

 

4. How does your day-to-day operation of these processes ensure meeting key performance 

requirements?  

 

Regular feedback internally and externally including from our stakeholders and customers, as 

well as policy-making boards and commissions, and from senior leadership to front line 

employees ensures that our key performance requirements are met.  
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5. How do you systematically evaluate and improve your key product and service related work 

processes?  

 

The Department„s key product - consumer awareness, education, and protection – is 

continuously improved by adding methods to reach consumers and regulated businesses, such as 

embracing new methods of communication and making licensing and registration  more 

convenient and accessible for regulated business. Work processes are evaluated at least annually 

and improvements are made as permitted. 

 

6. What are your key support processes and how do you improve and update these processes to 

achieve better performance?  

 

Key support processes include accounting, human resources, procurement, mail distribution and 

computer services. Staff within these areas is constantly reviewing policies, researching the 

newest technologies and responding to agency demands.  Leadership monitors these areas to 

assess any need to revise current processes or takes corrective action.  

 

7. How does your organization determine the resources needed to meet current and projected 

budget and financial obligations?  

 

Employees are encouraged to use available resources to perform duties, but are encouraged to 

think of new resources that would result in long-term savings, cost efficiencies, and enhanced 

performance. Resource purchases and acquisitions are submitted through supervisors, directors, 

and receive approval from the Administrator and purchasing supervisor to ensure projected 

budget expenditures are not exceeded. The Department strives to maintain the same level of 

consumer refunds and business savings, despite budget constraints and limited resources.  
 

Category 7 – Business Results 
 
7.1 What are your performance levels and trends for your key measure of mission 

accomplishment/product and service performance that are important to your customers? 

 

Chart 7.1-1 
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Chart 7.1-2 

 
 

FY02 includes 7,939 filings for prepaid legal services registrations and FY03 includes 7,450 

filings for prepaid legal services. Due to a saturation of the industry market in South Carolina, 

FY04 registrations for prepaid legal representatives declined to 4,380. FY05 includes the first 

time licensing of 3,125 mortgage loan originators. FY06 includes the licensing of 3,791 

mortgage loan originators. FY07 includes 7,533 Preneed Funeral Contracts received for 

regulatory review and filing. FY08 includes 7,263 Preneed Funeral Contracts. There were 3,093 

mortgage loan originators licensed in FY08. FY09 saw the decline of licenses for mortgage 

brokers and loan originators due to the mortgage/housing crisis nationwide. 

 

Chart 7.1-3 

 
 

Chart 7.1-4 
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Chart 7.1-5 
 

 The Department closed a record-high 6,142 complaints during FY09, despite a 15-day voluntary 

staff furlough taken by each employee during that time.  Following a significant reduction in 

force in FY11, the Department closed 5,361 complaints. 

 

7.2  What are the performance levels and trends for the key measures on customer satisfaction 

and dissatisfaction? 

Chart 7.2-1 

 The Department required a large automobile dealer operating in South Carolina to refund $1.3 

million in excess finance charges to consumers in FY05 and continued in FY06 for failure to file 

a Maximum Rate Schedule. Refunds and adjustments to consumers totaled $658,567 in FY11. 
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Chart 7.2-2 

  

Chart 7.2-3 

 
 

 Chart 7.2-4 

 

 The Department anticipates continued savings for insurance consumers in addition to the 

amounts reported above. The savings from past fiscal years will continue to benefit consumers 

until companies come back to the regulators to change rates. Effective January 1, 2005, the 

Advocacy regulatory review program for utilities was transferred to the Office of Regulatory 

Staff. The inability to obtain savings for consumers in FY11 was due to pending, legal 

challenges to the Department‟s authority to intervene in certain insurance rate filings. 
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Chart 7.2-5 

 
Debt Collection complaints led the way with complaints received during FY11 at 14.4%. A 

continuing concern is mortgage fraud and housing-related complaints, following the collapse of 

the housing market nationwide.  

 

Chart 7.2-6 

 
The Consumer Services Division achieved refunds, credits and adjustments of approximately 

$659,000 for consumers in FY11, with the highest amount involving vehicles. 
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7.3  What are your current performance levels for your key measure on financial 

performance, including measure of cost containment, as appropriate? 

Chart 7.3-1 

Despite a 14-day voluntary furlough taken by each staff member and additional budgets cuts and 

fiscal limitations, the Department maintained its high level of revenue performance in FY1, 

collecting $1,813,073 for the SC general fund and SCDCA operations. The Department achieved 

this by cost containment. 

Chart 7.3-2 

 

The statistics represent the amount of refunds, credits and adjustments the Services Division 

obtained from consumers as compared to the monies appropriated by the General Assembly to 

operate the Division. (ROI=return-capital/capital x 100%).  
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training opportunities and through informal communication between staff.   SCDCA believes 

that leadership at every level of an organization makes the difference as to whether or not it will 

flourish and thrive or become a mediocre survivor.  

 

Additionally, well-being can be assessed through daily contact. The Department„s turnover rate 

has traditionally been low, and retention has been high. The agency also has a “Wellness 

Committee” which sponsors event meant to benefit employee health.  Regarding security, the 

Department has a sign-in policy and code locks on all entrances to the office. 

 

7.5 What are your performance levels and trends for your key measures of organizational 

effectiveness/operational efficiency, and work system performance (these could include 

measures related to the following: product, service, and work system innovation rates and 

improvement results; improvements to cycle time; supplier and partner performance; and 

results related to emergency drills or exercises)?  

 

To meet the challenges of 2010-2011, the Department was decisive in setting priorities on 

actions that raised its effectiveness in protecting consumers, focused on improving business 

processes (SCBOS, webinars, internal advisory boards and roundtables for business feedback) 

and providing efficient processes and participating in an accounting system (SC Enterprise 

Information System-SCEIS) that tracks activity-level costs, aligned for the organization as a 

whole. Organizational-level analysis and review likely would emphasize productivity growth, 

cost control, and quality.  

 

7.6  What are your performance levels and trends for the key measures of regulatory/legal 

compliance and community support? 

 

Chart 7.6-1 
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Chart 7.6-2 

 
The Department conducted a record 931 compliance reviews and inspections for regulated 

businesses during FY09.  After a reduction in force, the Department conducted 331 in FY10 and 

314 in FY11. 

 

Chart 7.6-3 

 
Through staff restructuring, the Legal Division was able to reinstate the automobile advertising 

advisory letter effort in FY 08. 35 letters were issued in FY11. 

 

Chart 7.6-4 
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Chart 7.6-5 :  

Licensing Activity FY 2010-2011 

Licensee Reviewed Approved Pending Denied Returned Inactive 

Athlete Agents 37 14 15 0 0 8 

Credit 

Counseling 

Organizations 

106 42 57 0 0 8 

Credit 

Counselors 

1,155 369 595 1 0 96 

Mortgage 

Brokers 

310 155 33 0 0 120 

Loan 

Originators 

1,145 322 102 7 0 714 

Motor Clubs 29 27 0 0 0 1 

Motor Club 

Representatives 

1,570 1,218 0 0 0 348 

Pawnbrokers 235 198 22 0 0 15 

Physical 

Fitness 

187 152 10 0 0 25 

Preneed 

Funeral 

Companies 

14 10 0 2 1 0 

Preneed 

Contracts 

6,964 6,964 0 0 0 6,964 

Prepaid Legal 

Companies 

5 5 0 0 0 0 

Prepaid Legal 

Representatives 

2,792 2734 2 0 2 1 

TOTAL 14,549 12,210 836 10 3 8,300 
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Refunds from Legal and Enforcement Actions 

 Consumer refunds from closed health spas:   $15,796.00 

 Consumer refunds from unlicensed credit counselors:  $8,170.03   

 Consumer refunds from compliance reviews & inspections:  

          Maximum Rate $ 7,119.69 

                Pawnbroker $ 13,500.00 

            Preneed $ 4,821.02 

 Consumer refunds from criminal cases:    $ 684,000 

 (including odometer tampering)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

TOTAL Refunds to Consumers     $ 733,406.67 

 

 

 


